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A Covalent Model for the Bonding of Adsorbed Hydrocarbon
Fragments on the (111) Face of Platinum

·-.

C. Minot,* M. A. Van Hove and G. A Somorjai
Materials and Molecular Research Division
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
and
Department of Chemistry
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720, USA
Abstract
A systematic molecular orbital study of the location of CHn and
C-CHn (n=1,2,3) species on a Pt(111) single-crystal surface has been
performed by using an Extended H~ckel Theory (EHT).

These species may

.

be involved in the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation processes of hydrocarbons.

The observed dependence of.the adsorption site on the number

of hydrogens in the CHn fragments suggests that any CH bond breaking
in CHn species must involve a change of adsorbate bonding site.

The

carbon is found to be located on the surface in such a way as to
complete its tetravalency.

Thus, CH occupies a 3-fold coordinated

hollow site, CH 2 a 2-fold coordinated bridge site and CH 3 a 1-fold
coordinated top site. C-CH 3 is found to be perpendicular to the
surface in a 3-fold hollow site in agreement with experimental

....

It is also found that a displacement of C-CH 2-R to a
top site makes a B C-R cleavage easier.

observations.

*Permanent address:

Laboratoire de Chim.ie Theorique, Bt. 490, Centre
d'Orsay, Universite de Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France
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INTRODUCTION
The structure of monolayers of unsaturated hydrocarbons on single
crystal metal surfaces has been the subject of many investigations by
a variety of experimental techniques over the last sever.al years.
the most ·part, the metal substrates used were Pt(111)1- 31 and

For

Ni(111) 12 , 15 , 16 , 22 , 32 , and more recently Rh(111) 33 - 35 and Pd(111). 36
The hydrocarbons involved were mainly acetylene (C 2H2 ), ethylene
(C 2H4 ), methylacetylene (C 3H4 ), propylene (C 3H6 ) and butene
(C 4H8 ). A variety of adsorption structures are formed at temperatures
below about 400K, some of which have been found to consist of alkynes
(>C(CH 2)nCH 3). These alkynes were identified primarily with Low
Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED), Ultraviol€t Photoelectron
Spectroscopy {UPS), High-Resolution Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy
(HREELS) and Thermal Desorption Spectroscopy (TDS).

At higher

temperatures sequential dehydrogenation of the hydrocarbon species
occurs and CHn fragments have been observed by HREELS and UPS on the
surface (at still higher temperatures graphite structures can be
f~rmed).

On Ni(111) surfaces the C-C bonds tend to break more easily

than the C-H bonds, while the reverse is true on Rh(111) and Pt(111)
surfaces.
These fragmented hydrocarbon surface structures are of great
·interest to aid the understanding of the elementary steps of bond
breaking and catalysis.

We seek to explore the connection between

geometric structure (bonding arrangement, bond lenths and bond angles)
and electronic structure (nature and occupation of electronic orbitals
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involved in the metal-hydrocarbon bonding).
lations have been carried out already:

A number of model calcu-·

most of them are concerned with

the.free organic molec~les, 37 or with the adsorption site on flat ~nd
stepped surfaces, 38 or with the molecular conformation in the
adsorbed state. 15 , 39-4 1 A calculation based on the Extended Huckel
Theory (EHT) investigated the position of the CHn fragments on a
cluster of seven nickel atoms, representing the Ni(lll) surface. 42
Other EHT calculations studied the bonding nf acetylene and C2Hn
radicals on clusters representing Pt(lll), 43 - 45 as well as Ni(lll)
·and Rh(111) 44 crystal .surfaces.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of finding the site of
adsorption of each hydrocarbon fragment on a close-packed surface by
using EHT. 46 For each possible site of ~dsorptioh, a cluster is
chosen whose overall structural symmetry is the same as the short-range
site symmetry; e.g., if a site with three-fold rotational symmetry is
considered, the cluster will be given three-fold symmetry as well.

Our

aim in this study is to point out the major changes in the bonding
interactions associated with a shift from one site on the surface to
another

~nd

this will enable us to describe the metal-adsorbate bonds

simply in terms of the coordination of the atoms of the adsorbate.
Although the compact_packing47 of the metal substrate implies the
availability of many d levels of each symmetry at each adsorption site;
which at first sight-suggests a flat energy surface, the adsorption
site is found to affect-the total energy substantially •. This is
because the interactions between the metal and the adsorbate depend on
the local symmetry imposed by the position on the surface. 48 For

3

example, at a top site, a metal s orbital does not interact with an
adsorbate orbital of symmetry e, whereas, at a threefold coordinated

I~

hollow site, the same s orbitals of the three metal atoms can
combine to form' a set of symmetry e appropriate for such an
'

interaction.

~

To focus in such a way on the local metal-adsorbate interactions
raises the question of

th~ relev~nce

of cluster calculations to the

extended surface problem. ·For this ~eason, in Section 8, we report on
tight-binding calculations that we have performed to check whether the
introduction of the periodicity affects the results.

These differ from

EHT in their physical assumptions only in 'that the tight-binding
It'will

calculations include the two-dimensional surface periodicity.
emerge~hat

our cluster calculations produce results that describe

well the bonding of hydrocarbon fragments on extended surfaces.
2. Theoretical Methods

'-

The cluster calculations have been carried out by using the ICON 8
program. 46 , 49 The off-d.iagonal hamiltonian matrix elements Hij are
derived from the~diagonal terms ~sing the weighted formula. 50 The
'method used for the band calculation is a crystalline extension of this
program; within the tight binding scheme. 51 Its formalism is similar
to the program used by Whangbo and Hoffmann. 52
3. ·The Cluster Representation of the Surface
Two major questions arise in any cluster approach of modelling a
surface.

They stem from the way the cluster is bounded on the

substrate side:

How many· atoms should the cluster contain?

And how

should the peripheral atoms be represented in the absence of many of
.
,.
their neighboring atoms? .

4

The idea of a cluster to be used in adsorbate bonding

calcul~tions

is justified by the observed strong structure sensitivity of the heat
of adsorption. 53 Both surface thermodynamics. and spectroscopic
measurements on monolayer adsorbates indicate the predominance of
localized bonding ' and . nearest neighbor interactions. 53 Thus, only a
~

'

few nearest neighbor metal atoms have an influence on the bonding of
'·.

adsorbates.

This a 11 ows us to 1imit the number of atoms inside the

cluster.
We shall classify the

substrat~ ato~s

according to their distance

from the adsorbate site as illustrated in Fig. 1.
involved in chemical bonds
with the
:·
'·

adsor~ate

Those metal atoms

will be labelled M and

~

represented as well as possible:
orbitals (5d, 6s and 6p for

Pt)~

we shall include all their valence
In addition to their mutual M-M

bonds, the atoms M are involved in M-M• bonds with atoms M• of the next
shell of neighbors.

The atoms M• affect the adsorbate-metal bonding

through the
hybridization
of the M atoms.
.

Inasmuch as we are bnly

interested in the indirect effect of the atoms M• on the adsorbatemetal bonding, their description does not have to be as accurate as
that of the atoms M.

We therefore chose to represent the atoms M• only

by their s orbitals.

All atoms beyond the M1 shell are ignored and we

label them M11 •

The s description for atoms M1 is an advantage over the

full description, not only because it limits the number of orbitals:
it also partly resolves the boundary question.

All the electrons of

the atoms M1 are involved either in the M-M• bonds_or in the M1 -M 11
bonds.

If the

unm~tched

e 1ectrons corresponding to theM' -M 11 bonds

were included in the calculation, they would interfere with the M
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system, implying charge transfers to the center of the cluster and
thereby affecting the main interactions that we want to study.

In this

respect a set of monovalent atoms M• provides a good way of embedding
the atoms M by preserving the topology of the environment without any
M M" bond.

For that purpose, a set of plain s orbitals is the simplest

1

approach.

The next requirement is to choose this s orbital as similar

as possible to the hybrid on the metal.
orbital of the metal.

This leads to choose the s

It would have been possible to modify the

parameters of the metal s orbital to decrease the polarization inside
a 1M+ 12M• cluster representing·the bulk.

There is however no need

to do that because in this calculation the central atom appears to be
nearly neutral:

Pt(M) = 9.53 d + 0.47 s.

In fact, large clu§ters in which the M atoms are embedded in
atoms M represented by s orbitals have already been employed with
pseudopotentials by Goddard and coworkers 54 and by Whitten and
coworkers, 55 but the EHT method used here is sufficiently different
1

from their approach that we cannot simply assume transferability of
results.
Although our s-represe.ntation of the atoms M simplifies the
1

problem, it also introduces a new difficulty.

If all the atoms are

fully described, there is no problem in counting the electrons of the
system, as both the number of electrons per atom and the number of
atoms are then well defined.

With the description of atoms M• by an s

orbital only, the number of electrons per atom is a priori, however,
undefined.
of

~lectrons

The s orbitals in the bulk Pt are not empty and the number
assigned to them should be a fractional number (in a band

6

structure sense) that depends on the nature of the M-M• bonds.
solution to this problem is to choose

th~

Our

Fermi level as a cutoff

between occupied and vacant orbitals, which we justify as follows.
The Energy Cutoff
If the metal cluster is chosen to be large enough, there is a large
number of orbitals at the vicinity of the Fermi level Ef.

The

orbitals of the surface of the metal fragment whose energy is at the
vicinity of Ef and whose symmetry allows mixing with the adsorbate
levels, are shifted away from Ef.

However, one can expect that in

such a system many orbitals of improper symmetry for bonding remain
near Ef.

These allow us to define the highest occupied molecular

orbital (HOMO) at the Fermi level, whatever the adsorbate.

We

therefore choose the energy cutoff in the middle of the band gap found
for a cluster representing the bulk.

Such a cluster we select as

follows.
A tetrahedron of metal atoms is the largest finite cluster that
consists of equivalent (and neutral) atoms.
platinum to an estimate of -11.63
above procedure.

±

This cluster leads for

.36 eV for Ef, following the

As the number of energy levels in this cluster is

limited, this value is, however, not very precise (± .36 eV).

A larger

system of thirteen atoms composed of a central atom with its twelve
nearest neighbors suffers some internal polarization but it exhibits a
smaller gap between the relevant frontier orbitals, providing the same
value for Ef with a smaller error, -11.63
used in our calculations.

±

.09 eV.

This value is

It corresponds in general to a large energy

7
gap in the system adsorbate+ metal.
formation of
levels.

th~

This gap is,a result of the

bonds, which splits the bonding and the antibonding

However, the application of this second criterion for Ef

(the largest gap) may change the electron counting by two (1 orbital)
in some cases, namely the bridge-bonding systems.

We shall later

emphasize the effect of a modification of the energy cutoff with two
specific examples.
In most of the cases
discussed. in this paper, d 2 2 and d
.
X~

orbitals are close to the Fermi level.
overlap with the adsorbate.

~

They have only a small spatial

These orbitals may be qualified as non-

bonding with respect to the metal-adsorbate interaction.

Therefore,

to add or to subtract one electron in these orbitals does not change
the metal-adsorbate interaction much.

Such a possible change of the

total number of electrons shows that our criterion for the determination of Ef is not too rigorous.

A consequence is that, if we change

the attribution of the charge of the adsorbate, all the major
interactions with the metal will be preserved.
This model holds insofar as the energy cutoff lies in the gap
between the bonding and the antibonding metal-adsorbate ligands.
can not apply to adsorbates whose

el~ctronegativity

It

strongly differs

from that of the metal, one hybrid not being involved in a two-electron
interaction with the metal and therefore remaining either filled or
empty.

Then, the energy levels of the .atoms would have to be changed

to take into account the variation of electronegativity due to the
charge polarization of such a system.

This would reduce the difference

between the energy of the hybrids and the Fermi level of the metal.

8

An iterative procedure leads to a model similar to Grimley•s. 56

In

our calculations this implies a change in the energy cutoff, which
essentially corresponds to the necessity of taking the change of work
function due to the adsorbate into account, when it is important.

This

is not the case for hydrocarbon adsorption:

the E2P level of the
carbon (-11.4 eV) is not too far from our estimated Fermi level
(-11.63 eV) so that the bonding and antibonding combinations of the
hybrids are pushed away from this level.

For simplicity we will count,

in the case of a hydrocarbon fragment, that the sp hybrid pointing
toward the surface is occupied and the p hybrid parallel to the surface
is empty.

This comes out from the atomic levels and is a formal way

of counting, the only significant aspect being the population of
bonding and antibonding orbitals of the whole system as resulting from
the choice of the energy cutoff.
Geometries and Parameters
We shall now discuss the choice of cluster geometry and of
parameters for our Extended Huckel calculations.
between the atoms M and M• leads to a different

The distinction
cluste~

for each site

of adsorption, since M represents metal atoms directly bonded to the
adsorbate, cf. Fig. 1.

Some CHn and CCHn species adsorbed at

different sites are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Bonding to a top site

the (111) face requires only one atom M and 9 atoms M•.
bridge site leads to 2M and 13M•.

~n

Bonding to a

The threefold site leads to 3M atoms

and either 15 or 16 M1 atoms, depending on the absence or presence of
a second-layer metal atom directly below the hollow site (3-3 or 3-1

.
9

site, respectively).

In this fashion·, all the' clusters are symmetry- ·
adap.ted to the adsorption site. 49 A unique cluster for all
adsorption site's would favor that site which has the same symmetry as
itself~- ~hile

the cluster
c~ysta 1

b~

for other sites, two locations equivalent

symmetry wou·l d become different with respect to the symmetry

of the cluster, and therefore would present artificially different
interactions.
One can object to our choice that, by considering clusters of
different sizes, the larger systems would always be energetically
preferred because of the larger number of bonds present per atom.
orbital·

analY~is

calc~lations

larger

The

suggests sometimes the contrary and the results nf the

will show both cases:· better adsorption-on smaller or on

clusters~

depending on the

carbon-platinum bond

·length·~t

was done· in reference

39~

c~se.

We

ha~e

-,

fixed the

1.9 A·f6r all adsorption geometries, as

which is an average value based on relevant

observed cluster geometries, as liSted in Ref. 35. This constant bond
length implies that

t~e

carbon atom is cl6ser to the surface when above

a ·threefold site than when above ·a top site, for example.

We do not

optimize this carbon-platinum bond length at each siie because the
differences would be very small and of 1ittle consequence. ·
The parameters we have chosen "to represent the platinum atoms of
type·M are the same as in Ref. 57. The s orbital representing ihe
atoms M' is

~xactly

already mentioned.

the same-as the one used for the atoms M,

~s

..
10

4 •. The Nature of the Platinum-Platinum Interactions
The clean Pt(111) surface does not· reconstruct, i.e., it has the
structure expected from an ideal termination of the bulk lattice.

A

first test of our model is to see whether it can predict that a single
~e

Pt adatom will indeed

located on· the .{3-3) ·threefold site, extending

the bulk ABC stacking of the·layers.

In,fact, as the interaction

energies in the top line of Table I show, the 3-3 hollow site does lead
to the best result, the two hollow sites being better than the two
other locations.
The question why a

th~eefold

rather than a top site consitutes the

stronger binding site may be.

a~swered.with

the interaction 1M-3M

a tetrahedron, with respect to the M-M

with~n

interaction bet.ween two.

singl~

atoms.

simplicity by considering

In both cases, electron donation

and back donation between atoms have to equilibrate, but·.in the.
tetrahedral case, each donation need not be individually compensated
by an identical one.

The relation between the fragments M and 3M may

be seen as donor-acceptor

i~,t~ractions

within a given symmetry,

provided that the reverse relation exists in a different symmetry.

The

single atom is donor through its dxz and dyz orbitals. It will be
easier to transfer these electrons to the e combination of s orbitals
of the 3M system than to reach the p level of another 1M.

In a

parallel way, the single atom is acceptor through its s orbital· and the
a combination of dpz orbitals pointing toward the hollow site makes
the hollow site a better a donor than the single atom •.
The choice of the 3-3 hollow site over the 3-1 hollow site may be
understood from these relations by considering the perturbation of the

11

3M system due to the sublayer.

The energy of the e combination of s

orbitals of the 3M system is lowered by the interaction with the
equivalent orbital of the sublayer in the 3-3 hollow case.
the 3M system a better e acceptor.
sublayer in the 3-1 hollow case.

This makes

Nothing 1ike that appears with the
The energy of the a combination of

dpz2 is lowered by the s orbital of the S'Ublayer in the 3-1 case;
this makes the 3M system a worse a donor with respect to the 3-3 case •
. 5.

The Nature of the Main Interactions Between Carbon and Platinum
We shall restrict ourselves in this paper mainly to hydrocarbon

orientations that are perpendicular to the surface.

Considering the

energy cutoff of -11.63 eV for a formal assignment of the electrons to
the fragments, the hydrocarbons may be seen as possessing a filled a
orbital (whose energy level varies from -13.30 eV for CH to -11.75 eV
for CH 3) and in one case an empty w* orbital (-11.4 eV for CH). This
model holds. for ~H, CH , eCH 3 , ~-CH 3 , C=CH 2, Ei=CH and CO.
2
It can be extended to neutral fragments or to fragments with opposite
charge as far as the frontier electrons are non-bonding (see the
discussion on the energy cutoff in Section 3).
To build the complete system, the metal has to be considered with
two opposing properties in mind, as follows.

The metal should be an a

acceptor, since the adsorbate is an a donor.

Therefore, the top site

is a better choice than the hollow site in which the small amplitude
at the ~enter of the in-phase combination does not lead to a good
overlap with directional
orbitals like pz • Notice that this argument
.
would not apply for hydrogen whose s orbital is not directional and
overlaps better with M3 than with an isolated atom M, by a ratio vf.

12
The metal should at the same time be an e donor to donate into an
empty w* orbital.

This requirement, however, favors a hollow site.

At the top site, the (dxz' dyz) orbitals are involved through a
small w overlap.

In a hollow site, two sets of orbitals d2 2 and

(dxz' dyz) are involved through a larger atomic a overlap.

In

cases where the e interactions are important, the carbon will prefer
to be involved in three single bonds in a hollow site rather than in a
triple bond on a top site.

This occurs with CH.

If one of the two e

orbitals is missing, as in CH , the bridge site allows the
2
interaction with the remaining Pc orbital on the carbon atom to be
preserved.

This argument also determines the bonding geometry.

The

Pc orbital has to be parallel to the metal-metal bond to interact
with the out of phase combination of the d2 2 and dxz orbitals.

So

the staggered tetrahedral conformation of M2cH 2 is better than the
eclipsed planar one. Our calculations lead to a difference of 1.2 eV
In CH 3 the two p o~bitals are missing and the a
interactions favor the top position.

between these two.

The result is that the carbon binds at a site such that it
saturates its coordination: CH on a threefold site, CH 2 on a bridge
site and CH 3 on a top site all lead to tetravalent carbons, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Moreover the conformation of CH 2 on the
bridge site leads to the choice of a tetrahedrally coordinated carbon
over a planar coordinated carbon.
As is shown in Table II, our calculations predict that the
..

adsorption on the (100) face is very similar to that on the (111) face.
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The adsorption energies are only slightly weaker on (100).

The top

sites behave the same way on both faces and the fourfold site can
provi~e

site.

an e
This

set·~f

orbitals

si~ilar·to

thee set of the three fold

to a pentavalent instead of a tetravalent carbon on

lead~

(100) and shows a ·limitation of the simple rule of the saturation of
the adsorbate coordination.·
6.

R~sults of EHT Cluster ~alculations for Adsorbed CH

Fragments

Table I, in which metal-hydrocarbon interaction energies are
reported, confirms the trend outlirred.in the previous section.

We

shall now ·examine these results in more detaiL
In Table IV are reported the sum of the overlap populations for the
M-C bonds for -each symmetry a and e in the COCH

system~.

These values

confirm that the a bonding is larger for the top position and that the
e bonding is .larger for the hollow position.

Similarly, the largest:

depopulation of the a orbitals of the metal is observed on top sites
and the increase in population of the e orbitals of the hydrocarbon is
largest on hollow sites!
In Table I

~re

also ,reported the results concerning

~H

3•

Its

location on the surface is similar to that of eCH 3 • However, the
adsorption energies are different, indicating that the frontier orbital
'

is non-bonding.

Within the a symmetry, three orbitals i·nter.act:

the

sp 3 hybrid of the carbon, the.s and the dl orbitals of the metal.
This leads to a low bonding orbital which mainly accounts for. the
donation to the metal.
of adsorption.
Fermi level.

a

Its variations impose the choice of the site

The second one is roughly non-bonding and lies at the
It is occup,ied for eCH , and becomes empty for

3

~H

3•

14
In a more detailed analysis, this orbital is slightly antibonding, due
_.-

·;·';·'

to the repulsion between sp 3 and dz2. If we remove two electrons
from the system~ the.energy of adsorption, which should not be affected
by the frontier orbital if it were purely non-bonding, is uniformly
increased by about 1 eV.

However; this has a minor influence on the

choice of the site of adsorption.

This illustrates that the position

is mostly due to deep orbitals not_affected by a change in the electron
counting.
Overlap Population of CH Bonds in CH +Metal
According to Tabl.e IV, the overlap population of the EOCH bond does
not vary from -one. site to another·.
value of the

fragm~nt

alone (.785).

All the values remain close to the
The mcist deviating

corresponds to the largest interaction in the a
top site.

syst~m,

v~l~e

(.769)

i.e., to the

The electronic transfer from the two a occupied orbitals of

CH (crpair and crCH) decreases the overlap population because of
their bonding CH character. ·The decreases are .092 and .039,

* leads to a further decrease
The donation to the crCH
Therefore the polarization 57 of the system is responsible

respectively~

of .013.

for restoring the bond strength almost completely.

It induces an

increase in the overlap population by .128 with the dominant contribution of .141 due to the large mixing of the crpair with crCH"

(The

partial overlap of these two orbitals .involved in the C-H bond is very
1 arge:

•789. )

0
0
. The mixing of the two fragment orbita 1s crCH
and crpair
in

each perturbed MO is governed by the interactions with the metal.
These interactions impose for crCH the phase df sc and for crpair

15
the phase of Pc· . Referring now to the

cha~act~r

of the bond between

C and H, the lowest MO (crCH + crpair) is antibonding and the highest
MO (crpair

~·

crCH) is bonding.

The ratio of the two mixings is in

inverse proportion to the energy gap between the initial energy level
and the metal energy level.

The largest mixing occurs in the highest

orbital, which is the bonding one; therefore the bonding character
dominates and the polarization increases the C-H overlap population.
In a perhaps more pictorial way (Fig. 3) one can summarize the
polarization as 1) delocalizing cr~H to build a pseudo-symmetrical
MO crMCH whose bonding cha·racter is shared between MC and CH instead
of bein~ relevant to CH alone; 2) delocalizing the cr~air more, to
construct a pseudo-antisymmetric MO.
on the carbon and the sc- sH
antibonding character

This eliminates the s coefficient

~ntibonding.character.

This loss of

pre~ails.

Overlap Populatioh of CH Bonds in. CH 3 + Metal
The cr system of CH 3 behaves as in the ~H case and therefore we
do not expect a large variation of. the overlap population (see previous
section).

In the top site, the electronic transfers are responsible

for a decrease of the overlap population matrix of .017, which is overcompensated by an

incr~ase

of .024 due to the polarization.

This leads

to a net increase of .007 which is small.
What is new in eCH 3 with respect to ~H is that the CH bonds are
involved in the n system. The backdonation from the e orbitals of the
metal fills the nCH orbitals which are antibonding.

So if this

backdonation is important, the carbon-hydrogen bonds become

weak~r.

16
Since the backdonation is not as important in the top

sit~

as it is in

the hollow site, one can expect that the overlap population is much
more decreased in the latter case.

These res,utt:s of our calculations

are reported in Table V.
The~

contributions_ of the overlap population show a decrease of

.008 on top and a decrease of .084 on hollow •. This suggests that if
the methyl is located on the three fold site, it will undergo more
easily a decomposition to CH.
the metal and

th~

The construction of the bonds between

carbon is made at the expense of the CH bonds.

For CH 3 , the ~-3 hollow site leads to a value of the overlap
population of CH (.7:17} which is very close to .that for the 3-1 hollow
§it~

(.715).

The bridge site leads to two different values:

one of

them (.769) is close to the top value (.785) and the other (.716) is
quite similar to the hollow values.
7.

Results of EHT Cluster Cqlculations for Adsorbed c 2~ Fragments,
~C-CH
3 and Other Alkyl idynes

As shown in Tab]e I, the absorption of EEtCH 3 is very similar to
the adsorption of ~CH. The best location is in the hollow site. For
this site the rotational barrier of the methyl group is .032 eV within
our .model, which is small compared to that of ethane (0.13 eV).
ever, contrary to the

~H

case, the backdonation affects the C-C bond.

Overlap populations. of CC and CH bonds are reported in Table VI.
empty Pc orb ita 1s mix with the occupied
~CH

How-

~ CH

The

within the fragment

3 , stabilizing the CC bond and destabilizing the CH bonds. The

back donation from the metal raises the

Pc

level and decreases this

17
interaction.

It·follows that the

Pc-~cH

interaction is mostly

apparent when CCH 3 is on top where the back donation is weak. Then,
the system can dissociate more.easily by losing its hydrogens. On the
other hand, when CCH 3 occupies. the threefold site (the best one~ also
found experimentally), the system M
3CCH 3 resembles ethane more,
with a weakened CC bond and strengthened CH bonds.

Such a system

would not lead to an easy dehydrogenation.
A shift from the most stable position (hollow) to. the least stable
one (top) leads to a a cleavage.

(We use the conventional labelling

a,a,y, ••• to designate bonds of increasing distance from a given atom;

in our case, with for example the

1 2 3 skeleton, the

M-c ~c -c

a-,a- and y-bonds are, respectively, the c1-c 2 , c2-c 3 and

c3-c 4 bonds.) .Such a a cleavage gives the

a

CC bond a multiple

bond character which favors the location on top.

If present, a

~

bond

'

could also participate, stabilizing the fragment and making the
cleavage easier.

The shift on the surface to a top site reduces the

back donation, weakening the
strengthening both the
The.

a

~

bond together with the a bond and

and the y bonds.

bond breaking has been observed in thermal desorption
experiments, 21 in which the hydrogen desorption rate from the surface
C~

(which should be about proportional to the C-H bond breaking
probability) is monitored as a function of increasing surface
temperature. .These experiments were carried out with butenes,
propylenes and acetylenes adsorbed on Pt(lll}, which are believed to
form alkylidyne surface species 20 (~C-CH 2 -CH 2 -cH 3 , ~C-CH 2 -cH and

3

18
~C-CH , res~ectively).

3

The results reveal that the C-C breaking in

the different adsorbed molecules occurs with increasing ease (i.e.,
decreasing
acetylene.

t~mperature)

These

e~periments

occurring in top sites.

c2 specie and it
breakin~

6f

6

in the order butene< propylene c·ethylene

The

from propylene and

are consistent with a dehydrogenation
a cleavag~

ts~he:lea~t

~

is the only possiblity for a

likely one.

buten~

We assume the observed CC

to be a a cleavage.

The presence

bonds then makes the breaking easier for the butene.

-C=CH' and >C=CH2
The -C=CH species has not

been·~ 1i·derit ified

experimentally on

Pt(111), but is a likely intermedi.ate in several processes, such as
transformation of adsorbed acetylene to-adsorbed ethylidyne or
dehydrogenation of this ethylidyhe.

The results of our calculations

(Table I) s'how a slight difference between the various sites of
adsorption for the -C=CH species. · The bridge site and the top site
are more favorable than the two hollow
been taken to tie 1.2

Afor

all sites.)

sites~

(The CC distance has

The difference between the

various sites must remain smaller than for S::H3 : the carbon, being
involved in 1r bonding instead of ·a bonding, is more sensitiv~~·to the
backdonation.
All the above results concern the geometry perpenditular to the
surface.

The saturated compound C-CH

this geometry.-

However~

at the a ~arbon, may be

has no reason to deviate from
3
-C=CH and >C=CH 2 , presenting an unsaturat ion

expe~ted

another metal-carbon interaction.

to bend toward the surface to yield

19
According to .our calculations, every deviation from the perpendicular geometry destabilizes the system, as shown in Table VII.

This

destabilization remains even if we bend
the .Ca -C a axis to the
.
extent that theCa bonds to the metal with a distance of 1.9 A (the
destabilizations are ;107.eV for the 3-1 hollow/top combination and
.133 eV for the 3-3 hollow/top combination).
Such bent geometries c·oul9, however, be expected on the basis of
those postulated for acetylene on Ni(111). 29 The predominance of
the perpendicular geometry here contrasts with the situatfon occurring
in cobalt clusters 59 analyzed by Schilling and Hoffmann. 60 ·For
the closest possible comparison with Schilling and Hoffmann's results,
we calculate the geometry .of CCH 2 in a threefold site (3-1 hollow)
and again the perpendicular geometry is more stable than the best bent
geometry (by .388 eV).
The difference with the cobalt cluster i's that the two-electron
attractive interaction that. they observed turns out to be a fourelectron repulsive interaction on the Pt surface.

The p orbital of the

a-carbon is found to be slightly bonding and below the Fermi level.
Therefore it ·is. occupied and is repelled by the surface.

On the cobalt

cluster, the equivalent orbital is vacant and an attraction by the
metal results.

In order to prove that, we have lowered our energy

cutoff by removing four electrons from the system.

Then the

interaction becomes a 2-electron attractive interaction and the bent
geometry becomes more favorable by .264 eV. ·
Ni, Pd and Pt are too rich in electrons to produce these
interactions.

Removing 4 electrons from a 3M cluster corresponds to a

20

shift in the periodic table by one column.

This leads to Co, Rh, and

Ir in which the bent conformation would be more likely, as observed on
the cobalt clusters.
8.

Tight Binding Calculations
In order to investigate whether the introduction of the

two-dimensional surface periodicity could change the results derived
from an EHT cluster calculation, we have performed tight binding
calculations of
of platinum.

CH 2 and ECH 3 adsorbed on a 6-atom thick layer
The evaluation of· the overlap and Hamiltonian matrices
~H,

remains similar to that for the cluster calculations.

The

para~eters

are also the same except for the level of the 5s orbital of the
platinum which has been set.to -10 eV instead of -9.077 eV to produce
a better result for the calculation of bulk platinum.
The adsorbate superlattice is assumed to be (0x /3) R30°,
corresponding to a 1/3 monolayer coverage.

The unit cell includes 18

atoms of platinum distributed in 6 planes and one adsorbate fragment
(on one side of the metal layer only).

Nine p9ints ink-space

representing a grid in the irreducible Brillouin zone have been chosen
as shown in. Table VIIIa.
adsorbate-free surface.

The Fermi level is found at 10.978 eV for the
It does not vary much for the surface plus

adsorbate systems (Table IX).

·-

In Table VIII are reported the differences of adsorption energy at
each k point for the same adsorbate at two different lotations on the
surface.

They confirm the site preferences that we

cluster calculations.

fo~nd

with the

21
It may happen

someti~es

that a level crosses the Fermi level for

some position on the surface and does not for another, introducing a
difference of two i~ the electron count at a giveri k point.

This

occurrence is compensated by an opposite difference at another k point.
Insofar as we only consider the energies, we choose to balance the
number of electrons between each geometry when necessary by adding or
by removing two electrons at the Fermi level.

T~is

means that we focus

our attention on total energies only and so do not introduce a
significant error, because there is a higher density of states near the
Fermi level.

More so than in cluster calculations, there is always at

a surface a great number of orbitals near the Fermi level (the unit
cell introduces a total of 162 orbitals in one of our cases).

These

orbitals are pure metal orbitals and do not give significant bonding
or antibonding interactions between the metal and the adsorbate.
From Tables VIIIb and VIlle one can conclude that whatever the k
point is, GCH 3 is better on a top site and fflCH on a threefold site.
This result confirms what has been found by cluster calculations. The
top-site preference for the methyl group is the largest at the point

r(O,O}. The wavefunction at this point is the most symmetrical with no
nodes and is the best for providing an a interaction.

The threefold

site preference of the CH group is largest at the point (1/3, 1/3}
which introduces nodes in two dimensions and seems therefore convenient
for an e interaction.

If that is true, the same reasoning implies

that the point (0,1/2) would be the best for the bridge site.

Tables

VIIIf and VIIIg show indeed that when the bridge site is the most

22
favorable one (with CH 2 ), this k poi~~ has the largest predominance.
In tables VIIId and VIlle, it is shown that the bridge position is

.

inte·rmediate between the best and the worst position for CHand CH ,
3
again confirming a trend noted for the cluster calculations.
9.

Conclusions
The results of the tight binding

calcul~tions

confirm those of the

cluster calculations as models for hydrocarbon chemisorption on metal
surfaces.

Both kinds of calculation justify the assumption that the

driving force for the determination of the coordination site is the
formation of chemical bonds between the adsorbate and a very limited
number of metal atoms.
The fragments of organic molecules adsorb strongly to the metal to
replace their lost bonding partners by substitution with the metal.
Their unsaturated atoms position themselves on the surface in such a
manner as to be linked through single bonds to the closest metal atoms
and thereby recover their saturation.

This preference determines both

the adsorption site and the molecular orientation.

The adsorbed

fragment, as opposed to a gas-phase fragment, thus resembles the
'

saturated molecule.

It is therefore relatively stable.

This also

implies that it is less distorted than the gas-phase fragment, the
·general statement being that the adjacent (a) bonds to the surface are
strengthened and the next-farther (a) bonds weakened.

From this model

of adsorption, it follows that the hydrogenation-dehydrogenation

/

23

processes involve shifts from site to site along the

surface,:s·i:·~ce

any

bond broken or formed in the adsorbate implies another coordination
and therefore another site.
The predict ions of our ca 1cul at i ons.are in general agreement with
the limited set of experimental _data
hydrocarbon

fragrT)~nts
-

on these adsorbed

ava~)a~l:e

and sh,ould help understgnd the

.

•

•

'

.

~

ele~entary

I

chemical bonding and reaction processes that occur at metal surfaces.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Metal clusters used to model the substrate around three
different adsorption sites.

Atoms M are nearest neighbors

of and directly bonded to the adsorbate.

Atoms M1 are the

non-M nearest neighbors of the atoms M.

Lines connect atoms

in the topmost surface layer, while the other atoms are in
the second metal layer.
Figure 2. Preferred adsorption sites of CH, CH 2, CH 3 , CCH ,
3
CCH 2 and CCH on Pt(lll). Sphere radii have no physical
significance.
Figur~

3. Interactions of type a in CH + M.
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.,

Tab 1e I.

'

Metal-adsorbate interaction energies on Pt(l11)(in eV)
E(cluster + adsorbate) - E(cluster) - E(adsorbate)

The C-C distances are 1.52, 1.34, and 1.20 A for @CCH3, ECCH2 and
ECCH, respectively, while the nearest-neighbor Pt-C distances are all
1.90 A.

.

Adsorbate

Top

Bridge

3-1 hollow

3-3 hollow

Pt

.329

.537

.617

.633

133CH

3.89

5.85

6. 73

6. 71

CH 2

.108

3.90

2.77

2.76

eCH 3

1.74

.555

-1.20

-1.00

3

2.58

1.59

.388

.400.

3

3.55

5.26

5.96

5.94

eCCH 2

7.90

9.30

eCCH

3.25

3.20

~CH

$CCH

,.

8.94.
2.58

2.62

.30

Table II.

Adsorption energies (eV) of CH and CH3 fragments chemisorbed on Pt{100) and Pt(111).
CH

CH3

Top {100)

3.75

1.64

Top (111)

3.89

1. 74

4-fold (100)

5.96·

-1.20

3-fold (111)

6.73

-2.13
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Electronic.transfer inside the tetrahedron (4M = 3M

Tab 1e I I I.

A

Synil1etry:

Az

Electronic Transfer:

3M

---~

M

M---~ 3M

.138

.046

.061

.104

.018

+

M}
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Tab'le IV.

Overlap populations ~LMC and ~LCH of ~CH on·platinum
and densities of electrons ~~ 2 • ~~~ is the population
of the a orbital of the metal, which is smallest on the top
site;~~~ is· the population of the e orbital of $CH,
which is largest on the hollow sites.
Symmetry

Top

Bridge

3-1 hollow

3-3 hollow

~LMC

A

.402

.309

.384

.350

~LMC

E

.149

. ·.233

.311

.335

~~2

1.

A

.66

.98

.91

~~~

E

.49

.84 (. 60)

.80

.80

.769

.775

.779

.777

~LCH
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Table V.

Overlap populations of eCH3
CH3

. CH3

CH3
Isolated

On Top

On 3-1 hollow

a

.279

.286

.292

,.

.507

.499

..423

.786

.785

.715

. (a + ,. )
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Table VI.

Overlap population Lee and LeH for the system e-eH3
and decomposition in a and p contributions

!... ~

3-1 hollow 3-3 hollow e2H6

eeH3

Top

Bridge

.899

.832

.832

.779

.776

.732

'If

.067

.046

• 036 * ( •020)

.018

.018

-.009

a

.765

.741

.766

.743

.740

.753

LeH

.744

.761

. 766*(. 774)

.779

.779

.792

'If

.469

.481

.487

.497

.498

.511

a

.275

.280.

.279

.282

.282

.281

Lee

* The first value refers to the hydrogen whose orientation is
perpendicular to MM.
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Table VII.

Differences in energy (eV) between the perpendicular
absorbate -C=CH and the bent absorbate with an angle of
60° between the molecular axis and the surface normal.

Ca indicates the adsorption site, while Cs defines the azimuthal
orientation of the bending by indicating the site nearest to the s
carbon. The CCH geometry has been kept linear.

ca

top

top

bridge

bridge

Perpendicular C
8

top

bridge

top

hollow

t.E

-.595

-.572

-.224

-.389

Ca

3-1 ho How 3-1 ho 11 ow 3-3 ho 11 ow 3-3 ho 11 ow

Bent

top

bridge

top

bridge

-.261

-.360

-.135

-.386
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Table VIlla. Weights (~pp~r lin~s) and coordinates· ink-space (lower
lines) of the nine calculated points in the irreducible
section of 'the Brillouin zone for a (13 x rJ}R30°
structure. The coordinates are given in terms of two
substrate lattice vectors (parallel to the surface)
oriented'l20o to each otlier. :
1/16
(1/2,1/2)

1/4B
( 0, O)

· ·.

1/8
(1/12,1/6)

1/8
(1/4,1/4)

1/4
. (1/3,5!12)

1/8
(1/6,1/3)

1/8
(1/4,1/2)

1/8
(5/12,7/12)

1/24
(1/3,2/3)

Vlllb) En·ergy difference (eV) between CH in threefold and in top
sites for the various k-points of Table VIlla •. The.threefold site is
preferred. The average difference is 2.53 eV.

1. 70

1.77

2.06
2.23

2.59
2.91

VIlle) As in b) for CH3. The top site is preferred.
anergy difference is -3.22 eV.

-3.89

-4.12

-3.74
-3.51

-3.43
-2.78

2.81
3.19
3.63

The average

-2.81
-2.12
-1.72

..•/"'
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VIIId)

CH:difference threefold-bridge site.* The threefold site is
preferred. The average difference is .83 eV.

..
.23

VIlle)

2.68

.22

.53
.89

.89
1.04

.91
1.11
1.80

CH3:difference top-bridge site.* The top site is preferred.
The average difference is 1.73 eV.

2.73

2.25

1.69

1.95

1.53

1.09
.• 77
.68

VIIIf) CH2:difference bridge-top site. The bridge site* is preferred.
The average difference is .47 eV.

• 03

VIIIg)

1 •. 63

-.08

.00
.12

.33
.50

2.49
.94
1.01

CH2:difference bridge-hollow site. The bridge site* is
preferred. The average difference is .85 eV.

1.11

.57
.61

.72
.63

3.18
.49
.24

* The bridge confor~ation is perpendicular to M2 leading to a
tetrahedral carbon, which is better by 2.15 eV than the parallel
conformation leading to a square planar carbon.
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Table IX.

~H

Variation of Fermi level (eV) with adsorbate and adsorption
site in tight binding calculations.
Pt alone

10.978

top

10.913

bridge

10.941

hollow

10.936

top

10.891

bridge

10.869

hall ow

10.861

.,

~

..

M'

M'

M~I~M 1

M'~I~M'

.

~

..

c

M'

.

M'~

M~~~~

1

M
M'
w

"M'

M'' M'

\0

~M,/

top

bridge

3-1 hollow
XB L 8 22-5232

Fig. 1
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XBL 826.;.. 5941

Fig. 2
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-13.30

-14.94/

o-MCH

CTpair

pseudoantisymmetric

-23.16

-23.43/

o-MCH
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